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United States 
FTC Approves Annual Adjustments to HSR Thresholds 
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has announced revised thresholds for the Hart-Scott-
Rodino (HSR) Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976. The new thresholds were published in the 
Federal Register on January 29, 2008, and will apply to all transactions that will close on or after 
February 28, 2008. Significant thresholds to be changed are as follows: 

• The current threshold of US$59.8 million rises to US$63.1 million. 

• The current threshold of US$119.6 million rises to US$126.2 million. 

• The current threshold of US$239.2 million rises to US$252.3 million. 

• The current threshold of US$597.9 million rises to US$630.8 million. 

• The current US$1.196 billion threshold rises to US$1.262 billion. 

• The size-of-person thresholds that apply to transactions valued at less than US$252.3 million 
will increase to US$126.2 million (from US$119.6 million) for one party and US$12.6 million 
(from US$12 million) for the other party to a transaction. 

• Filing fees will remain the same; however, filing fee thresholds will increase as follows: a fee of 
US$45,000 will be required for transactions valued at more than US$63.1 million, but less than 
US$126.2 million; a fee of US$125,000 will be required for transactions valued at or in excess 
of US$126.2 million, but less than US$630.8 million; and a fee of US$280,000 will be required 
for transactions valued at or more than US$630.8 million. 

 

FTC Approves Annual Adjustments to Thresholds for Interlocking Directorates 
Section 8 of the Clayton Act generally prohibits a person from serving as a director or officer of 
two competing corporations (so called “interlocking directorates”) if each corporation is of a certain 
minimum size. Under the increased thresholds required by a 1990 amendment to the Act, 
interlocking directorates will be prohibited where (i) each competing corporation has capital, 
surplus and undivided profits of more than US$25.319 million (increased from US$24.001 million), 
and (ii) neither corporation has competitive sales less than US$2.532 million (increased from 
US$2.4 million). These new monetary thresholds were published in the Federal Register and went 
into effect on January 29, 2008. 

 

Appeals Court Upholds FTC Ruling Against Steel Tank Merger 
A federal appeals court has upheld the FTC’s 2005 decision that condemned construction firm 
Chicago Bridge & Iron Co.’s (CB&I) acquisition of certain assets of rival Pitt-Des Moines, Inc. 
(PDM). The FTC found that the acquisition eliminated competition in the market for field-erected 
industrial and water storage tanks and other specialized steel-plate structures, in violation of 
Section 7 of the Clayton Act and Section Five of the Federal Trade Commission Act. On January 
25, 2008 the US Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit denied CB&I’s petition to review the FTC’s 
decision. 
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The FTC filed an administrative complaint against CB&I immediately following the company’s 
2001 acquisition of assets from PDM. According to the complaint, CB&I and PDM competed as 
the two leading producers of various types of field-erected industrial storage tanks including (i) 
liquefied natural gas storage tanks; (ii) liquefied petroleum gas storage tanks; (iii) liquid 
atmospheric gas storage tanks; and (iv) thermal vacuum chambers. In 2003, an FTC 
administrative law judge found that CB&I’s acquisitions were unlawful and ordered that PDM’s 
assets be divested. Reviewing the administrative law judge’s decision, the full Commission 
affirmed, except with respect to the relief prescribed. To restore lost competition the FTC ordered 
CB&I to create two self-sufficient divisions capable of competing in each of the affected markets, 
and to divest one. 

On appeal, the Fifth Circuit affirmed the FTC’s decision. It determined that the agency correctly 
applied the legal standards of burdens of proof and persuasion, and properly analyzed evidence of 
“potential entry” in declining CB&I’s assertion that entry would be sufficient to counteract any 
anticompetitive effects of the acquisitions. Finally, the court upheld the FTC’s remedy as neither 
overbroad nor punitive, and denied CB&I’s claim that the agency should have conducted a 
separate evidentiary hearing before deciding on the remedy imposed. 

 

DOJ Orders Divestitures in Clinical Research Consolidation 
The Department of Justice (DOJ) has announced a settlement with London-based publishing 
company Pearson Plc, which if approved will allow the company to proceed with its US$950 
million acquisition of rival Harcourt Assessment. On January 24, 2008, the DOJ filed a civil 
antitrust action in the Federal District Court for the District of Columbia seeking to block the 
transaction. The DOJ alleged that the transaction, as planned, would harm competition in the 
markets for adaptive behavior, speech and language, and adult personality disorder clinical tests. 
Such tests are used by psychologists, speech pathologists and others to diagnose certain 
disorders and to identify individuals at risk of developing such disorders. 

Pearson Education Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Pearson Plc, develops, markets and sells 
clinical tests throughout the United States. Harcourt Assessment, its largest rival, is owned jointly 
by UK-based Reed Elsevier PLC and Reed Elsevier, NV of the Netherlands. According to the 
DOJ’s complaint, Pearson and Harcourt are the two leading publishers of behavior and speech 
and language clinical tests in the United States. Reduced competition in the markets for these 
products, the DOJ alleged, would be likely to cause higher prices and reduce innovation. In 
addition, Pearson produces the leading US adult abnormal personality test. Harcourt has invested 
significant resources to develop a competing test and, according to the DOJ, would enter the 
market within the next year if it were not acquired by Pearson. 

The settlement, which was filed along with the complaint, would remedy the anticompetitive effects 
of the deal by requiring certain key divestitures. Among them is the divestiture of Harcourt’s 
adaptive behavior clinical test, its adult abnormal personality clinical test, which is currently under 
development, and either Pearson’s or Harcourt’s speech and language clinical test. Under the 
terms of the proposed settlement, the DOJ must approve the buyer of each divested asset. The 
proposed settlement is subject to approval by the court, following a period of 60 days for public 
comment. 
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NCAA Settles Antitrust Action Regarding Athletic Scholarships 
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) has agreed to settle claims that it violated 
antitrust laws when it adopted a cap on the amount of financial aid its member institutions could 
award to student athletes. The settlement, which must be approved by the court, requires the 
NCAA to make US$10 million available to qualifying student athletes on a claims made basis, and 
to pay an additional US$8.9 million to the plaintiffs’ lawyers to cover fees and court costs. In 
addition, the NCAA has agreed to free up another US$218 million, currently earmarked for student 
emergencies and certain academic programs, for educational and medical expenses for student 
athletes through the 2012-13 academic year. 

A class action complaint was filed in February 2006 by four graduated college athletes on behalf 
of “all persons who received athletic-based grants-in-aid” from colleges and universities that 
participated in the NCAA’s division one football and basketball programs. According to the 
complaint, the NCAA and its member institutions participated in a horizontal agreement to restrict 
the amount of aid college athletes could receive under a “full scholarship.” The plaintiffs alleged 
that such scholarships did not cover additional expenses of attending college – including supplies, 
travel expenses, and health insurance – and that schools would compete with one another and 
cover these expenses were it not for the restrictive NCAA rule. The settlement does not require 
the NCAA to admit any wrongdoing, and in a recent statement the NCAA noted: “The NCAA 
believes the full-ride scholarship currently offered is appropriate for the majority of student-
athletes, but we recognize there may be some student-athletes whose needs are still not met, 
despite access to Pell Grants and other need-based aid.” 

 

 

EUROPEAN UNION 
Drug Companies Raided in Generics Probe 
On January 15, 2008 regulators from the European Commission conducted surprise inspections 
(or dawn raids) at the European offices of several major pharmaceutical manufacturers. The 
inspections marked the initiation of a sector inquiry prompted by concerns that fewer new 
pharmaceuticals are being introduced in the EU, and that the entry of generics is being delayed. 
Specifically, the European Commission is investigating whether pharmaceuticals companies 
entered into agreements the effect of which is to artificially prolong the duration of intellectual 
property protections on brand name drugs by delaying entry of generics. Such agreements, if 
found, could amount to violations of Article 81 or Article 82 of the EC Treaty. 

In conducting its inspections, the Commission broke with its standard practice of giving prior notice 
to targeted firms, usually through questionnaires. According to a statement by the Commission, 
unannounced inspections were used in this case to gather “highly confidential . . . information 
[which] may also be easily withheld, concealed or destroyed.” The European Commission 
stressed, however, that it was conducting a broad inquiry into the industry rather than responding 
to specific information about wrongdoing. EU competition commissioner Nelie Kroes supported the 
inquiry, stating: “Pharmaceutical markets are not working as well as they might. Patent protection 
has never been stronger, but the number of patents coming to market has been declining.” 
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Officials at Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline, Sanofi-Aventis and AstraZeneca have confirmed that their 
companies were targeted by the inspections. Teva Pharmaceuticals, the world’s leading generics 
producer, has also indicated its involvement. The European Commission is expected to release an 
interim report on the results of the inquiry in Fall 2008, and a final report is expected in Spring 2009. 

 

Commission Launches Case Against Microsoft 
The European Commission launched two formal antitrust investigations against Microsoft 
Corporation in relation to suspected abuses of dominance by refusing to provide interoperability 
information to competitors and tying Internet Explorer (Microsoft’s web browser application) to the 
Windows operating system. The investigations were triggered by complaints by the European 
Committee for Interoperable Systems (ECIS), and by Opera, a competing Internet browser 
vendor. Opera claims that competition in the sector is suffering considerable harm from Microsoft’s 
practices. In particular, Opera points to new proprietary technology in Internet Explorer that 
reduces compatibility with open Internet standards, and thus hinders competition. 

 

E.ON Fined for Compromising Raid 
German electricity company E.ON Energie AG (E.ON) was fined €38 million by the European 
Commission for breaching a seal during a surprise inspection which took place at E.ON’s 
premises in May 2006. While carrying out dawn raids European Commission inspectors 
sometimes physically seal rooms to ensure that evidence is not removed, destroyed or concealed 
during their absence. Rooms are sealed with a specially designed plastic film which if removed 
displays a “VOID” sign on its surface. Regulators noticed the “VOID” sign on seals used to secure 
a room at E.ON’s premises when they returned the following day to review and catalog the 
documents seized during its inspection, which were collected in the room. E.ON claimed 
innocence, blaming the broken seal on nearby vibrations, humidity and cleaning products, and 
reportedly attempted to glue the seal back to its original position. Independent analysts as well as 
the seal’s manufacturer stated that the seal could not have been compromised by any of the 
causes E.ON suggested. E.ON also argued that it could not have compromised the sealed room 
because it had handed over to the EU the room’s only keys. Subsequent investigations, however, 
revealed that as many as 20 additional keys were held by various E.ON employees. 

The European Commission can impose a fine up to 1 percent of the company’s total turnover for 
intentional or negligent breach of seals. E.ON is the first company to be fined for breaching a seal. 

 

EC Fines Synthetic Rubber Cartel 
On January 23, 2008 the European Commission imposed fines totaling €34.2 million on Bayer and 
Zeon, for agreeing to raise and stabilize prices for Nitrile Butadiene Rubber (NBR). NBR is used in 
car manufacturing, namely for fuel and oil handling hoses, seals, o-rings and water handling 
applications. Both Bayer and Zeon had their fines reduced by 30 percent and 20 percent 
respectively for having cooperated with the Commission under the 2002 EC Leniency Program; 
however, Bayer’s fine was increased by 50 percent because the company previously was found to 
have engaged in cartel activity. 
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Regulators Raid Shipping Standard Companies 
Regulators from the European Commission, in conjunction with officials from the EFTA 
Surveillance Authority (representing Norway, Lichtenstein and Iceland) and national competition 
authorities, carried out surprise inspections at the premises of several providers of classification 
services for merchant ships. Ship classification services concern the certification of ships’ 
conformity with the technical standards for design and maintenance. The companies reportedly 
involved in the inspections include Lloyd’s Register of the UK, Germanishcher Lloyd AG of 
Germany, Det Norke Veritas of Norway, Bureau Veritas of France and the International 
Association of Classification Societies (IACS). The Commission is investigating whether the IACS 
and its members may have colluded to reduce competition in the market for ship classification 
services and block entry by non-association companies. Such practices, if found, would violate 
Article 81 of the EC treaty. 

 

Germany Increases Scrutiny of Energy Sectors 

As of January 2, 2008 Germany’s Competition authority (Bundeskartellamt) has a new Decision 
Division charged with monitoring potential abusive practices in the electricity, gas and district 
heating sectors. The main assignments of the new Division will be to evaluate whether gas and 
electricity prices in Germany comply with competition rules, and to take appropriate measures 
against abusive pricing. 

 

 

AROUND THE WORLD 

INDIA – Competition Commission Revamps M&A Rules 

India’s Competition Commission has amended its draft regulations for mergers and acquisitions 
that it will propose as part of the country’s new competition law. If adopted, the revised regulations 
would bring significant changes to merger review procedures in India. For example, the revised 
regulations would reduce the number to transactions that require notification to the Competition 
Commission by limiting the criteria for notification to those acquisitions of more than 26 percent of 
the total shares of a company, unless the acquisition would give the acquiring party control of the 
company. In addition, the draft regulations would require both the acquiring and acquired 
companies to have at least US$50 million of assets or US$150 million of annual revenues in India 
before premerger notification is required. Among other significant changes in the revised 
regulations is a reduction to either 30 or 60 days from the current waiting period of up to 210 days 
for Competition Commission review. 

India’s new competition law is currently awaiting approval by President Pratibha Patil. If approved, 
the law is expected to go into effect in Fall 2008 – one year after being ratified by India’s 
parliament. 
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JAPAN – METI Pressures JFTC to Apply Antimonopoly Act to Foreign Companies 

Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) has announced that it will seek to allow 
the Japan Fair Trade Commission (JFTC) to regulate foreign companies’ violations of Japan’s 
Antimonopoly Act by actively pursuing extraterritorial application of the law. METI has stated that it 
will convene a study group consisting of academic experts, industry representatives and lawyers, 
among others, to evaluate expanding the law and conforming it to US and EU models. The JFTC 
will participate in the study group as an observer, and will weigh alternatives to the group’s final 
proposal. Such proposal is expected to be published by April 2008. 

METI’s action comes as a result of mounting dissatisfaction in Japan with the EU’s strengthened 
enforcement of cartels and the increased frequency of cases both in the EU and US imposing 
large surcharges on Japan-based companies. Businesses in Japan are calling for the JFTC to 
take a similar hardline approach towards foreign companies that harm Japan’s consumers and 
markets through anticompetitive conduct abroad. Specifically, METI is seeking to extend 
application of the Antimonopoly Act to anticompetitive conduct abroad which raises prices charged 
to Japan’s consumers or where Japan-based companies are placed in competitively 
disadvantageous positions due to cartels or anticompetitive mergers and acquisitions. 

 

JAPAN – JFTC to Abolish Appeals System in Collusive Bidding and Cartel Cases 

The JFTC has established a plan to substantially revise the current appeals system under the 
Antimonopoly Act. Under the current system, the JFTC reviews its own administrative measures 
taken against Antimonopoly Act violations; appeals of such reviews are taken to Japan’s courts. 
Under the proposed new system, the JFTC would abolish the current appeals process in cases of 
bid collusions and cartels, requiring companies dissatisfied with the JFTC’s decision to file suit 
directly with the courts. In addition, in merger investigations, the JFTC would decide on 
appropriate measures in advance, but after hearing the companies’ claims. Then, any company 
dissatisfied with the agency’s preliminary decision can file suit in the courts. 

The JFTC will incorporate its plan to revise the current appeals system into the Antimonopoly Act 
Amendment Proposal being submitted to the current regular session of the Diet. Under the revised 
Amendment Proposal, the JFTC would completely abolish the current appeals system within 2 
years. The current appeals system has faced strong opposition due to distrust about whether fair 
judgments can be rendered by prosecutors doubling as judges. Such opposition was strengthened 
by reactions within Japan’s business community to measures adopted in October 2007 that raised 
surcharges for certain violations of the Antimonopoly Act. The JFTC likely determined that revising 
the current appeals system would serve as a compromise to the business community and better 
the chances of the Diet ratifying the Amendment Proposal. 

 

MEXICO – Competition Agency to Investigate Fixed-Line Telephony Markets 

Mexico’s antitrust agency, the Federal Competition Commission, launched an investigation in 
January into the country’s fixed-line telephony service markets including the local, long-distance 
and wholesale telephony markets. The object of the investigation is to evaluate conditions of 
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competition and to determine whether any company commands a dominant share of one of the 
fixed-line service markets. 

In Mexico, fixed-line telephony markets are largely controlled by former state-owned monopoly 
Telefonos de Mexico (Telmex), which controls 90 percent of the country’s approximately 20 million 
fixed lines. Telmex is controlled by Carlos Slim, a Mexico-based billionaire, who bought the 
company during its 1990 privatization. Rivals have accused Slim and Telmex of using market 
dominance to stifle competition by, among other things, controlling rivals’ rates through 
interconnection fees charged to competitors forced to use its phone lines. A similar investigation 
was launched in December 2007 of Mexico’s mobile telephony markets. Telcel, a unit of regional 
wireless company America Movil, controls approximately 75 percent of the market for wireless 
services in Mexico. Telcel is also controlled by Carlos Slim. 
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